
 
 
 

FUN MAKER. 
This is a Google Translation of Yacht Revue Magazine‘s review of the Melges 14. 
Download the original German article here: http://melges14.com/s/Melges14_Doppelseiten.pdf 
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US Innovation. The latest solo dinghy can be sports equipment, thanks to different rigs but also family 
boat. We asked three laser masters and their expert opinions. 
 
 

CONCENTRATED COMPETENCE. 
 
The multiple state champions in the Laser, Angelika Stark, Martin Lehner (right) and Christoph Marsano, 
tested the Melges 14 with all three rigs in the best conditions. 
 
The scene of the solo dinghies is still dominated by the laser, a boat drawn in 1970 by Bruce Kirby and 
sold over 210,000 times and since 1996 an Olympic squad. In recent years, well-known manufacturers 
have brought modern models on the market, which can certainly reach the water, such as Devoti Zero 
(driving report: YR 11/14) or RS Aero. The latest newcomer is the Melges 14. To get a close look at them, 
we hired a very competent trio: Angelika Stark, Martin Lehner and Christoph Marsano are decorated with 
numerous State Master Medal medals. 
 
They sailed the Melges 14 in glorious wind conditions, with one laser standard each serving as a sparring 
partner. 
 
 

UNEQUALED COUPLE 
 
The shipyard from Wisconsin in America has hired the renowned design office Reichel/Pugh for the 
development of Melges 14 and has taken almost two years time. The US designers created a hull shape 
that visually resembles a skiff: extremely slender foredeck, wide, open stern, shallow underwater and 
cockpit with low, narrow side decks. With a hull length of 4.26 m, the Melges is 3 cm longer than the 
laser, with the difference in water-line length due to the steep Stevens größer ausfällt. An impressive 19 
cm larger is the maximum width (1.56 m). 
 
A key, often underestimated factor is the weight: the Melges 14, built from epoxy sand wich and 
equipped with carbon rigging, has 52 kg sail ready to sail, and the laser to 65 kg. A difference of 20 
percent - which means a world, as shown in the test drives. The rig consists of a divisible carbon mast 
and is available in three different lengths or se size. As standard, the Melges will be delivered with 
Squaretop mainsail with the Gold Rigg and a smoothed-out foil sail (9.1 m2), which gives a sail area plus 
of 1.5 m2 compared to the Laser. How this combination - modern rig, more sail area and lower weight - 
affects light wind, you can easily imagine. We found the comparison between the Laser standard (7.6 m2) 
and the Melges 14 with the almost identical blue rig (7.8 m2) exciting. In contrast to the laser, where the 
lower part of the mast is exchanged for the radial rig, the mast tip is changed on the Melges. This also 
applies to the Red rig (5.46 m2), which, at least in terms of sail area, is the counterpart to the radial (5.7 
m2). How that is in reality, should show the test drives. 
 
 



 
 

CRITICAL LOOK 
 
The analysis of the laser cracks for user-friendliness agrees in many areas. Boat ergonomics and deck 
layout are rated as very positive: Outhaul and Cunningham, both led to both sides, as well as the 
centrally operated Vang are easy to reach and work efficiently. The mainsheet guide is smooth. There 
are no mainsheet cleats, but they can be mounted on request. It took getting used to all three of the 
travelers who were positioned far ahead compared to the laser, whose triangle can not be adjusted. 
According to Martin Lehner, this results in a lower turning angle of the tiller, which in turn reduces the 
effectiveness of tailing. 
 
Completely different is the cockpit design. This requires a change in the sitting position and movement in 
the boat: while sitting on the side decks in the laser and influencing the weight trim by means of pure 
slipping, the Melges demands with its narrower side decks, the larger width and the low level difference 
another movement pattern. Especially in light wind, one kneels rather in the boat as one sits. Also 
important: the weight must be forward, otherwise water comes in; but that should be self-evident anyway 
for the sake of trim. The hiking was in unison as perfect called, because it is relaxed and easy going, only 
the hiking in the straps is a bit more difficult due to the lower seating position. Also, the open stern is well 
received, because water in the boat immediately runs off. 
 
 

BEHAVIOR IN THE WATER 
 
The three test persons drove the Melges 14 with different rigs at a base wind of 15 to 18 knots. In some 
cases he was a little weaker in gusts. under much stronger - ideal conditions to get a full picture. 
"The boat-rig combination is very good," says Martin Lehner. Lateral balance and sail pressure point 
are perfectly matched for all three sail sizes, so everything stays in balance. The positive overall 
impression is completed by the pleasant control behavior. For Christoph Marsano, it is much more direct 
than the laser, because the rudder blade points straight down and not aft, creating much less pressure. 
One of the key qualities is the low weight of the hull. The Melges 14 lightly drives up and over the shaft 
and is not tipple when going down. "You could put a laser sail on this fuselage and the boat would sail 
well," says Lehner to the point. Angelika Stark forgave a big plus for the space behavior. In their opinion, 
the Melges 14 is easier to sail than the laser, jumps much faster and the fall is much easier. If the wind 
lets up, you have to sit down quickly, otherwise you will tip over instantly to windward, a behavior 
reminiscent of a skiff and not least owed to the wide hull and the associated large lever. In principle, the 
boat should always be sailed as flat as possible. 
 
 

THE COMPARISON MAKES SURE 
 
In the first test run, the Melges 14 with the Blue Rig (7.8 m2) sailed against the Laser Standard (7.6 m2). 
Although it blew at an average of 15 to 18 knots, all three testers came to the conclusion that the boat 
could be sailed altogether with moderate effort. Contributing to this is the stable sailing profile. Or, as 
Martin Lehner put it: "The sail is more of a wing, which makes the boat easier to handle." The low 



 
 

weight and flexible mast allow the pressure to be easily removed from the sail. In addition, bodywork 
is immediately transferred to the rig and therefore rewarded with speed. Christoph Marsano: "The laser 
requires more strength and athleticism. But even if you muster those, the Melges 14 sails higher and 
faster at the cross." In fact, Marsano drove up to the laser-seated ruling state master Lehner at the cross 
both upwind and downwind. Interesting input on this topic came from Angelika Stark: "I would have 
been over-powered with the standard laser in such conditions, with the 7.7 m2 sail of Melges 14 I had 
not the slightest problem, because the sail makes wonderful. " As Stark with a little less wind The Red 
Rig (5.46 m2) had to compete against the Laser Standard, the following picture emerged: Under eleven 
knots, she was completely underpowered, about it accelerated the Melges like a Pfitschipfeil and sailed 
with the laser at eye level. In practice, this means that the Red rig is more comparable to the Laser 4.7 
and thus an ideal sail for youngsters, with all the benefits mentioned such as better trimmability, less 
effort and higher speed. 
 
The test with the giant gold rig (9.1 m2) was in view of the strong wind to a matter for connoisseurs and 
experts. The strengths of this sail are naturally in light wind, which unfortunately did not exist on the day 
of the test. However, the impressions collected by Lehner and Marsano at 15 to 20 knots are thoroughly 
informative. Cunningham, Nie-derholer & Co, as you know it from the laser, have to be pounded to get 
on the cross at all. Trimmed so was the Melges with the gold Rigg quite dominate, as it managed to get 
the pressure well from the sail. Faster than with the smaller rig you were so at the cross but not. "I would 
not have needed the sail in this wind," Lehner said. Marsano saw the same, but acknowledged that it was 
on the premises very much faster than with the smaller Blue Rigg. This was also confirmed by the speed 
measurements: the maximum speed with gold was 14.2 kts, with blue 12.1 kts. 
 
 

CAPTIONS & QUOTES 
 
"The thing goes in the gusts off like a rocket." 
Angelika Stark, Laser Radial State Champion 2017. 
 
"Sparkling boat, that makes entertaining sailing in the wind possible." 
Christoph Marsano, Laser State Champion 2017 
 
"Due to the light hull and the perfect rudder, the boat can be pushed through the wave in good 
wind." 
Martin Lehner, Laser-Staatsmeister 2018 
 
Selectively. The gold rig with the 9.1 m2 sail is manageable for experts at 20 knots. Christoph Marsano 
scored over 14 knots in the rooms. 
 
Pair of running. Especially interesting was the comparison between Laser Standard and Melges with 
Blue-Rig, because their sails are almost the same size. The predictable result: The much lighter Melges 
sailed higher at the cross, a little faster and jumped in gusts earlier. The cockpit of the Melges is flatter, 
which makes sitting more difficult, but you can hike perfectly. Outhaul and Cunningham are on both 
sides, the Vang is centrally managed. Water flows immediately over the open stern. 



 
 

 
Changeable. With the smaller red rig the Melges is ideal for children and lightweights. 
 

SUMMARY 
 
The Melges 14 proves that a lot has changed in boatbuilding (weight), hull design and sail development 
in the last decades. It sails better and, above all, easier than the Laser and is therefore also interesting 
for less experienced sailors. An aspect that is underlined by the three rig variants. 
 


